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Note: Answer all  questions candidates are

required to write their answers in their own

words as for as practicable.

1. (a) Add prefix to the following words : 5

(i) ---valid

(ii) ---kind

(iii) ---new

(iv) ---cover

(v) ---hold

(b) Change the following words into Noun :

5

(i) able

(ii) forgive

6. Write in about 200 words a paragraph on any

one of the following : 15

(a) Work is worship

(b) Trees are friends of man

(c) Smoking is dangerous

(d) An incident of my childhood

(e) Character is everything.
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(iii) wise

(iv) child

(v) friend

(c) Give the Adjective form of the following :
5

(i) talent

(ii) gold

(iii) beauty

(iv) health

(v) shame

2. Match the words in List-A with their meanings
in List-B : 5

List-A List-B

Pollution defect

Stupidity get away

Fault making dirty

Escape receive property

as heir

Inherit foolishness

3. Use any five of the following in sentence of
your own : 5

because of ; bring up; get rid of ; catch red-
handed ; look after ; leave no stone unturned;

take care of ; by dint of ; off and on ; keep in

touch with.

4. Read the following passage carefully and
answer the questions that follow : 15

A good book is one of our best friends. It is the
same today that it always was and it will never
change. It is the most patient and cheerful of
companions. It does not turn it back upon us
in times of adversity or distress. It always
receives us with the same kindness ; amusing
and instructing as in youth, comforting and
consoling us in age.

(i) Suggest a suitable title for the passage.

(ii) How is a good book one of our best friends?

(iii)What role does a good book play in times of
adversity ?

(iv) What purpose does a good book serve in
old age ?

(v) What does the author mean by 'consoling'?

5. Develop a story in about 300 words from the
given outline : 15

A man had elephant - cruel to elephant - made
animal work hard - gave little food - elephant
angry- kills the man - his wife upset - cries -
takes children to elephant - leaves them at
its feet and cries - none to look after them nor
to feed - elephant feels sorry - cries - takes
the eldest boy - raises him on its back - boy its

master.


